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The stakes are high--both for the past and the future. The finale of The Return series leaves the
Kingdom Keepers with unimaginable choices to make.
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DEAD TREES twisting toward the sky warned of just how far he was from civilization. The still
water of the Mississippi swamp absorbed the tarry black of the night sky, creating a crater, a void
in the earth’s surface, bottomless and dangerous. It held secrets, whispered of curses and
secret burials. Sticks rose like bones from its muddy surface. A slice of yellow moon, shrouded in
wisps of rapidly moving cloud, proved too weak to throw shadows, yet strong enough to reveal
the stark landscape.The man riding in the black chauffeur-driven 1953 Buick Roadmaster’s
backseat looked away from the water, as if witnessing a secret act he had no business seeing.
No business being here. Four hours from the airport, where his private plane had landed. Three
hours of nothing but the occasional deserted gas station or dirt roads leading nowhere. He lit a
cigarette and smoked it aggressively.His driver consulted a large foldable map and then
monitored the car’s odometer, alert for an upcoming turn. It was 1955; handheld cell phones
wouldn’t be in use for thirty years; GPS wouldn’t be in public use for another forty.“When we
arrive,” he instructed the driver, “you are not to leave the car no matter what you may see.”“Yes,
sir.”“Doors locked.”“Yes, sir.”“You know these parts?” he asked the man.“I know of them, I guess
you could say. Back a couple years—forty-eight, forty-nine it was—a young girl and her mamma
went missing out this way. Canoe trip, I believe. God rest their souls.”“Are you scared?”“I don’t
scare easily.”“Answer the question.”“I am. Yes, sir. Folks like us, like you and me, are not welcome
here. These folks keep to themselves, to their ways. You might say they operate by their own
laws. I’ve heard not even the po-lice travel out this far.”“No heroics.”“No, sir.”“You drop me. Come
back in an hour. If you don’t see me, leave as quickly as you can.”“Now that just goes against
everything in my job description, Mr. Johnson.”The man in the backseat nearly chuckled at
hearing his alias spoken; he’d forgotten his personal secretary had hired the car anonymously
for him. This was no typical business trip.“You tell your dispatcher it was on my orders. My



secretary will back you up.”“Yes, sir. I’ll do as you say.”The car slowed; the driver flicked the turn
signal, its dashboard indicator flashing red throughout the interior. It seemed as much a warning
for those in the car as an alert for other vehicles. The car swung right down a potholed and
puddled lane narrowed by encroaching vines and spiny brambles. A mile passed, the dirt track
as tight as a throat, swallowing the car as it passed through.“No one done come this way in a
long, long time. You sure ’bout them directions?” The driver used the wipers to repel the tangles
of spiderwebs and insect cocoons covering the windshield.“The swamp water is what connects
these people, not roads. It would have been faster for us in a boat.”“You wouldn’t catch me dead
in a boat out this way.” The driver laughed. “I’m likely wrong ’bout that. Might be the only way
you’d find me. Dead, I mean.” He slowed the vehicle. The branches scraped the car’s exterior,
screeching like newborns. “I keep up like this, won’t have no paint left.”“Another half mile.”“Won’t
be no road, another half mile.”“Just the same: another half mile.” The man sat back patting the
sweat off his brow with a neatly pressed handkerchief.“Better be someplace to turn around. Ain’t
no way I can back up in this kind of dark. Feels like we’ve been eaten by a snake. Jonah and the
whale. Know what I mean?”Exactly half a mile farther they reached a spot where the vines and
swamp grasses had been whacked short by a sharp blade. A long, rickety dock connected to a
lazily erected tin-roofed shanty the size of a one-car garage. The smell of woodsmoke hung in
musty air thick with mosquitoes. The passenger calling himself Mr. Johnson walked the dock’s
length as the car perfected a seven-point turn to reverse direction. The car waited, facing
out.The man walking out to the dock believed the smooth brown rocks, arranged like stepping
stones alongside, to be a form of environmental decoration. When they moved, his breath
caught. Humanoid figures stood up, men and women, silhouetted waist deep in the turbid lake.
Their dark skin, yellowed by the light of the moon, looked sickly and grotesque. It took a moment
to realize the figures were neither living nor dead, but in a suspended state between the two.
Hypnotized, perhaps. Drugged? Or, more likely, long left for dead.Together, the creatures strode
toward the dock, streaming wakes behind, blocking any chance of the man’s return to shore.
They pulled themselves up onto the squealing wood, dripping a dark goo too congealed to be
water. The man quickened his pace, which only served to aggravate the twelve figures as they
moved more urgently toward him.A wizened, crippled thing appeared in the shanty’s open
doorway. He? She? It leaned upon a crooked hardwood cane, one shoulder higher than the
other, knees buckled. Clumps of what had to be hair hung from its head, covering an animal-skin
tunic. Hair beads clattered like dull bells.The water-things advanced, now so close the
passenger could feel cold breath on the back of his neck. A disgusting smell, like old hamburger
left too long in the fridge, overcame him.The beaded, bent creature waved its open palm. The
water-things grunted and moaned—dogs denied a meal. They backed away and stepped off the
dock, splashing into the water.“Join me, if you will,” said it with the cane. “Youse welcome to set a
spell.”“I am—”“Amery Hollingworth.”“Close enough. Astonishing.” Amery Hollingsworth had not
supplied his name.“Youse gots youself three young ’uns, all boys, and a missus.”“Impossible!”It
smiled crookedly. “I’m a boastful sort. You must forgive an old man his small pleasures.” The



broken and bent thing indicated a well-worn stump stool, its wood polished by decades of
human contact. Firelight caught shadow images on the bare walls in a rapid-fire slide show.
There were six such stumps arranged around a small open fire at the room’s center. Nothing
larger than twigs crackled as they burned.Hollingsworth took a seat facing the…man. Yes, an
old, old black man with slate-gray cataracts for eyes. His voice was rougher than the skin on his
hands.“Your buggy left youse behind, son.”“He’ll return in an hour,” said Hollingsworth. “It has
taken me three years to find you.”“Me, or a man like me?” The crippled man chortled.“What kind
of man is that?”“Youse the one comin’ here, no invite. Youse best tell me.”Hollingsworth nodded.
“A man with a certain…reputation.”“Such as?”“Reanimation,” Hollingsworth stated bluntly.“That
right there, a big word. This right here, a simple man.”“You’ve turned sticks into snakes.”“So did
Moses. Don’t youse make me into no Moses. ’Sides, I done rocks into frogs, never no sticks.
Them sticks ain’t living. That right there no easy thing, son. Leave that to thems above.”“Any
living thing?”“Ain’t right to go asking no question you can’t handle.”“I can handle more than you
might think.”“I don’t do much that there thinking, son. Me is more just a part of things. The nature
of things. Ash and water. Blood and wine.” He reached into a shallow pocket on the tunic,
hesitated, and then withdrew a four-foot water moccasin, still dripping wet. It could not have fit
into that pocket.He threw it at Hollingsworth, who erupted off the stump and slapped the thing to
the side. It clattered to the wooden planks. A leg bone of some kind, bare and bright, no longer a
snake.The old creature chuckled. “Yep. Figured as much.” He shuffled over, picked up the bone,
and threw it into the water; a snake swam away on the surface. “Why you here,
son?”Hollingsworth sat down and wiped his brow with a starched handkerchief. “I propose a
partnership,” he said.“Why on God’s precious earth should I listen to such poppycock? Mine is
not a gift to be bought or sold. That would be sinful.”“Bartered then, negotiated.”“A trade? I think
not. Youse come a long way for nothing, Mr. Amery. It is no short walk back down that there road.
Your man not coming. I seen it in his heart.”“I offer you your own…” Hollingsworth searched for
the correct word. “Circle, I believe it’s called.”“I’s work lonesome. No need no circle.”“A traveler,”
Hollingsworth said, “can always use sorcerers and sorceresses.”“Words. A man comes into
another man’s abode, he must be right careful with his words. I’s but a humble
servant.”Hollingsworth tugged at his suit trousers, unbuttoned his collar, and loosened his tie. “I
can provide you witches, warlocks, maids, and servants. Your own kingdom. I can elevate your
reputation from a shrimp-eating swamp priest to dark lord of your own kingdom. We work
together, you and I. We achieve a greatness both of us want. A kingdom, if you will, never before
experienced on this earth since the Dark Ages.”The old man’s eyes rolled into the back of his
head in an expression of pure pleasure. “Youse keeps on talking, son. A poet, youse
is.”“Imagined, but never realized. Conceived of, but rarely demonstrated. I offer you a kingdom, a
circle, comprised not of those dead-eyed stumbling zombies out there, but witches with power,
real power. The kind of power it takes centuries to develop. I lack the ability to control such
fiends, even if I could create them, reanimate them. You, on the other hand, can do both.”“I’s
done no man’s bidding but me own.”Hollingsworth took a long, calculated breath. “I don’t venture



into such an arrangement lightly. We’ll take a blood oath, me and you. I’m aware you could…
terminate me and our relationship. You won’t kill someone who shares your blood.”The strange,
bent man examined Hollingsworth, head tilted, clouded eyes roaming. “Youse done exaggerated
your powers of persuasiveness, son. If I done wants, I kills you here and now.”“I could have gone
to she of the desert or the great beast of the snows. I came here.”The man shuddered. “A mouth
like yours is trouble.”“I had a feeling about you,” Hollingsworth said. He met eyes with the Traveler
for the first time, well aware he risked a spell being cast. “We travel to the edge of the great sea,
to the city of the Angels.”“I’s hears of this place,” the man said contemplatively. “’Course I do.
Whys you think an old bent soul like mine would bother, son?”“You’ve dreamed of it,”
Hollingsworth said. “You’ve seen it in your future.”“My future, unlike youse, stretches far.”“You can
see my future?”“Youse think these old eyes give me vision?” He chortled again. “Youse one
ambitious man.”“The Lost Angels.”“I heard youse.”Hollingsworth dipped his hand into a pocket
and removed a straightedge razor. He unfolded the blade and it glinted in orange firelight. “Shall
we?”TWO FOURTEEN-YEAR-OLD GIRLS waited in the steadily moving line at the turnstile
entrance to Disneyland. The day was hot and glorious, the crowd excited. The air smelled of
fresh popcorn. Children tugged at their parents, willing the line to move faster. Cast Members
politely processed the tickets and passes of entering guests.The two girls would never be
mistaken for twins. One was taller and super thin with straight, almost white hair, invisible
eyebrows, and nearly albino skin; her face was drawn long and tight; her chin pointed, her
cheekbones high. She appeared older than she was.The other was smaller and less put
together. Her short hair looked as if she’d cut it herself. Her olive skin was a lush, dark auburn
and her eyes nut brown. Those eyes were not cruel, but they were not all giggles either. They
seemed to carry a tolerated pain, and an impatience with others.This girl made eye contact with
another girl two lines over, a Native American about her same age who stood chatting with a pair
of boys, both of whom were trying too hard to look unimpressed. The girls nodded to each other.
The mission was a “go.”“We’re on.”“We are so on,” said her skinny partner. “How exciting is this?
Have you ever been?”“No, of course not. We’re a long way from Baltimore.”“The other side of the
world, as far as I’m concerned.”“Nervous?”“No! More like amazed.”They were both on one-day
tickets, which meant their photos weren’t part of the pass. If they left the park intending to return,
they’d be hand-stamped when leaving. But they weren’t planning on returning. Not after what
they were going to do. Not today.The two boys and the Native American girl entered the park
through the tunnel to the right; the pair of girls, through the tunnel to the left.The two groups of
teens had been warned of the importance of timing. Tomorrowland was to suffer a power outage
while (by hijacking the area’s music speakers) a demented voice warned guests to flee. There
was another plan for Frontierland and New Orleans Square. It was to appear a coordinated
attack; their actions couldn’t end up looking like coincidence or freak accidents. When those in
charge of the parks looked back on the events of this day, they were to see a series of well-
executed, perfectly timed supernatural events. They were to suspect and confirm the Overtakers
were far from gone. Fear was their most powerful weapon.Minara, the blond girl, made for the



restrooms at Rancho Del Zolcalo, next to Thunder Mountain Railroad. Javelot, her companion,
took up a position in the viewing area alongside the Rivers of America, in front of New Orleans
Square. Both girls wore Zenton waterproof digital watches, supplied by their handlers. Their life
skills coach, Mr. Abrahms, had ensured they understood the proper operation of the timepieces.
The watches continued their relentless countdown: nine minutes to go.Minara entered a stall in
the restroom and began undressing. She didn’t remember at what age the change had taken
place; it had coincided with the other anticipated changes, as well as with being disowned by her
adoptive parents and shipped off to Baltimore. Events swirled and blurred into a painful storm in
her head. She’d been adopted from Romania at the age of two; she’d heard her instructors at
Barracks 14 mentioning her heritage as if it might explain the change. They’d labeled her a
shape-shifter, but that was too simple a name for a strange, sometimes dreadful process.She
stripped down to a matte black bikini that fit perfectly with her purpose. Crammed her shed
clothing into a stuff sack and hung it from a hook on the back of the stall door. Now came the
hard part. Since its beginnings, the procedure had confounded doctors, parents, her friends,
even herself. It came from a place of wishing and wanting, of anger and hope, disillusionment
and fear. It came not from concentration but from release, from turning herself over to an image
she formed in her head. Always an animal.Despite the pain, it felt surprisingly good. Delicious,
even. As colorful lines raised like welts on her skin, her muscles began responding as well,
pulling and bending her limbs, her bones, into contortions seen only at the circus. Here, in the
tiny bathroom stall, browns and blacks crept up her legs, long gray hairs were drawn across her
belly, forming what looked like fur; her back began to arch, her neck and head to invert. Her back
bend continued until she threw her hands over her head to catch herself. Her pose looked like
that of a gymnast, feet flat on the floor, hips and chest stretching high in a backward arch, head
hanging, arms outreaching.The stinging that covered her body cooled somewhat and she knew
“the drawing” (as she thought of it) was complete. She began to move automatically as if she’d
walked on all fours all her life, first hands, then feet, her back breaking in an upside-down arch.
Immediately, there were bloodcurdling screams. The slapping of sandals on tile sounded like
hands clapping; the girls and women rushed from the restroom in panic, fleeing the giant
tarantula.At first, the guests who saw the running and heard the screaming outside the restroom
were entertained. This was Disneyland, after all. But the panicked cries seemed so…real, and
the women doing the screaming, so…terrified.The entertainment element passed as the King
Kong of spiders arrived into the sunshine. It moved in all directions at once. Forward; to the side;
spinning in sharp, quick movements. Children froze, paralyzed, as their parents scooped them
up and took off running.But it was the congestion and steady flow of park guests in and around
Big Thunder Mountain that turned panic into bedlam, order into chaos.Javelot heard the
screams behind her and grinned. Minara could scare the tar out of you. Despite the vestiges of a
smile, she maintained a kind of mental shield, keeping all thought and energy off her. It was like
having a thick plastic bag or see-through helmet over her head.Her attention was directed onto
the silhouette of the captain of the Mark Twain Riverboat on the Rivers of America



steamboat.Her effort wasn’t an effort at all, but a kind of wishful joining. Easily accomplished,
she simply “wished to know.” As long as that wish involved a living animal, she became
whatever, whoever it was. The connection never lasted long, though she could return to it
repeatedly. During the brief joining, it wasn’t a matter of hearing the person’s thoughts or
memories. It was more like taking the steering wheel of a car from the driver.It had started at the
age of eight when the family dog ran into the street in front of a UPS truck. Javelot was there, in
full empathy with the dog. It stopped and reversed itself as if tugged sharply by a leash. Her
mother had seen the dog’s impossible about-face and called it a miracle. And Javelot had, from
that day forth, begun to think of herself as just that—a miracle, and that confidence drove her to
bigger and more ambitious attempts at mind control. Her mother should have caught on when
her grades went from Cs to all As.The captain of the Mark Twain Riverboat never knew what hit
him. One minute he was piloting the vessel as it circumnavigated the Rivers of America,
clockwise, as always. The next, he’d pushed the throttle fully forward and aimed his paddleboat
for the Sailing Ship Columbia, anchored away from the dock.If the guests registered the change,
they offered little initial reaction. Several visitors on the deck of the Columbia spotted the giant
paddleboat steaming straight at them and called out the alarm. By the time those aboard the
Mark Twain Riverboat comprehended the physics involved—a body in motion—the collision was
imminent.It came as an explosion of wood, as people dived from both vessels into the languid
water below. At the moment of contact, the captain looked down at his own hand on the throttle,
seeing it as if it belonged to someone else. His only explanation was that he’d blacked out
momentarily, an inexcusable and unconscionable act.The terrified shouting that had begun with
the sighting of the giant tarantula swept throughout Frontierland, through New Orleans Square,
and as far as Critter Country. Guests helped panicked swimmers out of the water on Tom Sawyer
Island and all along the park’s shoreline. There were skinned knees and banged elbows, a few
bloody noses, and more than a few guests suffering from shock. But no serious injuries.As the
collision of the boats drew everyone’s attention to the water, the tarantula withdrew, nearly
unnoticed, to the women’s restroom. Moments later, a young woman was heard screaming from
inside. She sprinted out of the restroom yelling, “Spiiiiderrrrr!”She was tall and thin with a drawn
face and exceptionally pale skin.This girl was joined by a smaller, dark-haired girl with a bad
haircut. They fled amid the hundreds of other park guests running in every direction. By the time
these two girls reached Main Street USA, another flood of terrified guests originating from
Tomorrowland was flowing toward the turnstiles. Thousands of them now.One girl looked at the
other. Both grinned devilishly. They joined hands and ran their hearts out.While others cried in
terror, theirs were cries of joy and accomplishment.FINN WHITMAN WAS A LOT LIKE other
kids, only he wasn’t. The same could be said for his friends, Philby, Charlene, Maybeck, and
Willa.The five were gathered in a workshop backstage at Disneyland. It looked like the inside of
a garage but had a whiff of mad-scientist. Contributing to the peculiarities of the place was the
obvious lack of anything modern. It was as if they were in a museum: the hand tools, the lighting,
the absence of any kind of plastic. It was all metal, leather, and wood. Bare lightbulbs hung from



thick black wires.The giveaway to the peculiarity of Finn’s situation was the wall calendar. It
showed a full-figured girl in a tight sweater standing alongside a sports car. The calendar carried
the banner title JULY and, in smaller type in the upper right corner, the year: 1955.Finn stared at
that calendar. He and all but two of the others had been living in 1955 for ten days now. It hit him
hard that none of them would even be born for another forty years.Through a series of strange,
though explainable, events, the five had left the comforts of smartphones, smart cars, and Smart
Water behind. They had boarded Disneyland’s King Arthur Carrousel as holograms (yes:
holograms!) in the time of Taylor Swift and arrived in the original Disneyland at the time of Elvis
Presley.The problem they now faced was terrifying: they lacked the technology to return to the
future. Time travel was tricky, to say the least.A Disneyland Cast Member about the same age, a
nineteen-year-old guy named Wayne Kresky, had been helping them. He wore the same baggy
khaki pants and button-down shirt as the other backstage Cast Members. His eyes looked gray
indoors, but blue in direct sunlight. The artificial lighting changed his blond hair to sand.“Here’s
the deal,” said the redheaded Philby in a vaguely British-accented voice. “Obviously the
technology available to us is a bit prehistoric in 1955. Color TV is barely on the scene, there’s
never been an astronaut—”“We know all this!” complained Maybeck. “Talk to us about the
Return!”Maybe it was his being taller that made Terry Maybeck seem older than the others.
Maybe it was his occasional reminders to the others that he was the descendant of great-
grandparents who’d been slaves. He deservedly carried that chip on his shoulder, and somehow
it made him seem more mature, more experienced than the other Keepers. Whatever the case,
Maybeck had that “it” that made him cool. The “it” that made him stand out.“I was simply
explaining—”“Well, don’t! None of this is simple, and none of us care about the technology!” said
Maybeck. “We don’t need a Professor Philby moment. We need to know if you and Wayne have
come up with a way to get us back to the present. To our families. Please tell me you have,
because we already lost our real selves. We’re stuck as holograms until the park closes, same
as it’s been each and every day since we got here.”“Some of us got here late,” Willa reminded
them, pointing out two others in their company. Jess and Amanda had followed them into the
past and were currently in a state of partial shock. It was one of those it-seemed-like-a-better-
idea-at-the-time things that now, by the looks on their faces, they probably regretted.Jess and
Amanda, both unusual and exceptional in their own ways, had plunged themselves into the past,
each to deliver a message. They were, in fact, twin deliverers of impending doom, the kind of
messengers no one wanted to listen to. For both, the idea of the Keepers taking on yet another
mission was almost too much to bear.“We were able to return an inanimate object,” Philby
said.“English!” Maybeck demanded.“You don’t have to be such a Neanderthal,” Charlene
snapped. Maybeck listened to Charlene, paid attention to her and her cheerleader good looks.
The two had a thing going—a more-than-friends thing, a romance thing—that kept Maybeck on
a short leash. “He means an un-living object. Not a plant or animal.”“A Coca-Cola bottle cap,”
Philby supplied. “Small. Easily identifiable as belonging to now, 1955. We know it worked
because it disappeared from the carousel and then reappeared about twelve hours later.”“That’s



huge!” Finn said.Philby nodded toward him. “It is. But what we can’t seem to pull off, at least not
yet, is returning a living object and keeping it that way. We tried a green leaf, but we toasted it.”
He lifted a curled, blackened stem. “We know the Imagineers in the future received it like this
because they sent it back with a note.”“We made adjustments, and sent across a beetle in a
cage of toothpicks,” Wayne said. “It’s a dual test because the toothpicks are themselves formerly
living matter. Golly, if even the cage can make the journey, it’s a big step in the right
direction.”Finn took this all in. Considered the leader of the group, he found it better to listen than
to express opinions too quickly. To be a decent leader he had to be right at least some of the
time, and given that he barely understood the science of what Wayne and Philby were
attempting, he’d kept quiet so far.But a leader can’t remain quiet forever. There was a much
bigger elephant in the room. He knew who had to address it; it did no one any good to put it off
any longer. But he also knew how unpopular he was about to become.“The fact you’ve made any
progress at all is amazing.” Heads nodded in agreement. All but Maybeck’s. A good start. “But
we all know we’re avoiding the bigger issue. Amanda and Jess have been here a week—”“Eight
days,” Jess said, correcting him.“Eight days!” Finn trumpeted. “Amanda warned us about Amery
Hollingsworth being behind the creation of the Overtakers, and we’ve done nothing about that.
Jess has had a dream about Jack Skellington burning bones. If that’s also Hollingsworth’s doing,
then we have to act!”Speaking the name Hollingsworth was like shouting “Satan!” in church, or
“Benedict Arnold” in Congress. By 1955, Amery Hollingsworth, a former rising star in the Disney
company, had become a traitor of the first order, a disgruntled employee intent on ruining Walt
Disney’s company and the man’s dream. Hollingsworth was said to be a brilliant but dangerous
man.Amanda’s unusual looks—she might have been some small part Asian or Hispanic—her
calming voice, and her wise-beyond-her-years confidence projected an authority few of the
others ever challenged. She and Jess had shared a rough childhood that had cemented a
friendship stronger than some sisters, and she carried that mystery with her as well. “I know
none of you wanted to hear that Hollingsworth turns the villains against the parks, but it’s true. I
wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t true. He’s responsible. He’s the source—the creator, I guess—of all
the awful stuff that we end up fighting in sixty years. The battle you guys face in the future started
here, in 1955. If you—we, I guess—can stop it now, maybe it won’t happen then. I’m not saying I
know anything about time travel, but maybe we can prevent the tragedies, the destruction to the
parks, the darkness from ever happening.”Her message cut to the hearts of the five Kingdom
Keepers. They had given years over to battling the Disney villains in order to stop them from
ruining everything Disney. The idea that all that horror could be prevented was nearly too much
to process.“Dillard,” Finn whispered. Finn’s closest neighborhood friend had died for the
cause.“We don’t know that we can stop that!” Maybeck spoke sympathetically and
compassionately.“We can hope,” Finn said, his voice trembling. “Can’t we? If the villains never
rise to power, Dillard’s never involved in any of this. He lives!” He caught the others staring at his
trembling fingers and stuffed his hands into his pockets.The workshop door rattled. “Kresky?”
called a strident voice.Everyone, including Wayne Kresky, froze as still as the spiral pillars in



front of Snow White’s Scary Adventures. Wayne pointed into the back of the workshop, to a
narrow, open-ended storage area that held scrap lumber and odds and ends. All seven kids
rushed to it like trained dogs. They scrambled in, some ducking, some climbing amid the racks.
The idea was to get as deeply into shadow as possible. The teens ended up in groups of two
and three, pressed into one another, and curled up as small as they could. Finn put his arm
around Amanda and held her close; she leaned her head onto his shoulder and whispered.“We
can save Dillard. We’re going to save—”A conversation at the door cut her off.* * *“Yes? What is
it? I’m busy here,” Wayne said, appropriately testy. He faced two kids younger than him.“My
name’s Shane,” said the red-haired, square-shouldered boy in a wobbly baritone. It was as if he
was trying to make himself sound older than he was: likely sixteen or seventeen.“Yes, I can read
that on your shiny new Cast Member pin,” said Wayne. “I haven’t seen you around before, so
welcome to Disneyland. New, are we?”“I’m Thia, like in Cynthia.” The young woman looked a
year or two older than her counterpart. She had a solid, unflattering build and poor posture. Her
face was round, with pink, puffy cheeks and beady dark eyes reminiscent of chocolate
chips.“We’re your new trainees,” said Shane.“Gee willikers! What’s that supposed to mean?”
Wayne blinked, confused.“We’ve been assigned to your team—”“To learn the ropes—”“To serve
an apprenticeship—”“To get the hang of, to get down cold, to get a look-see at what you do and
how you do it,” Shane said. “Exactly.”“I don’t want to be mean, but I don’t work with apprentices
or any others. Mr. Disney himself gave me this assignment. I test new gizmos. I invent stuff. It isn’t
work you do as a group.”The two looked crestfallen, heads cast to the floor.“Who arranged
this?”Thia spoke, her voice quavering. “Ah…Mr. Hawkins, Jim…Hawkins. Four weeks of
apprenticeship.”“I’m sorry, I’m not familiar with Mr. Hawkins.”Shane spoke, though clumsily. “He’s
at W.E.D.”“You don’t want us?” Thia said, clearly hurt by Wayne’s reaction.“It’s not that. Please.
I’m busy, that’s all. I work by myself.”“We could watch,” Shane suggested. “We’d be quiet and all.
It’s only a few weeks.”“We could run errands for you.” It was Thia’s turn to try to convince Wayne.
“Or stay out of your way. Gosh, this place is spiffy! What’s all the wires and such on that
table?”“I…work…alone,” Wayne repeated.“If you don’t want us, what are we supposed to do?”
Thia asked, sounding on the verge of tears.“Okay, cut the gas and listen up,” Wayne said. “Write
this down. It’s a test. If you get it right, you can watch me work later on today. Don’t bother
coming back here until you have it solved. Ready?”Shane prepared to write on his hand. Thia
held a Disneyland notebook.“Ready,” she said.“Write this down: There’s a basket containing five
apples. How do you divide the apples among five children so that each child has one apple while
one apple remains in the basket? I’m not going to repeat it. Now, shoo, and don’t come back until
you’ve got it.” He shut the door with a thud.“You can come out now,” Wayne said a full minute
later. “They’ve gone.”“What was that about?” Willa asked. The quietest of the five Kingdom
Keepers, Willa was also one of the smartest. She lacked Charlene’s head-turning good looks,
but she also put almost no effort into her appearance. Slightly mousy with unremarkable brown
hair and a reddish nose that gave one the idea she’d been crying, Willa eschewed leggings for
jeans and covered her top in layers of bralettes, camis, and Bob’s Burgers T-shirts.“I’m assuming



you heard,” Wayne said.“I heard,” Willa said, “but I also happen to have a mother who can’t stop
watching ancient TV shows like I Love Lucy and Father Knows Best. Jimmy Hawkins was—is, I
suppose, given that it’s 1955—a kid actor on Annie Oakley. That’s a little too coincidental, don’t
you think?”“She made up the name?” Wayne questioned.“She said the first name that came to
mind. I would check if there’s actually a Jim Hawkins in W.E.D.,” Willa said. “I doubt it very
much.”“Hollingsworth!” Finn said. “The hotel dorm. That group of fake Cast Members he keeps
there. Those two are spies! Hollingsworth is trying to infiltrate your workshop.”Looking deeply
troubled, Wayne took a moment to place a telephone call to Disney’s W.E.D. team, the architects
and engineers who’d developed Disneyland. He asked to speak with “Mr. James Hawkins.” Then
he hung up the phone slowly, looking bewildered. He studied the faces of the group of teens
staring back at him.“We’ve got trouble,” Wayne said.“No, no, no,” Maybeck countered. “We’ve got
opportunity.”AS AN ARTIST, TERRY MAYBECK was brilliant. As a human being, he was
sometimes a fool. The opportunity he perceived was straightforward.“Amanda and I should
follow those two. If they’re Hollingsworth’s agents or informers, they’ll probably lead us to the
others. Like bees returning to the hive.” He received dubious looks from everyone else. “Maybe
we even get Hollingsworth! We want to bug out, right? Go home. To the future. According to you
two,” he said, singling out Amanda and Jess—often called Fairlies, short for fairly human—“the
Imagineers say we gotta stop Hollingsworth. So it’s time to stop talking and start walking. They’re
getting away.” He motioned to the door.“No offense, Terry, but you kinda stand out,” said
Charlene. “I’m sorry to say it, but the only six-foot-tall teenage black guys out there are pushing
wheelbarrows. You’re wearing a suit.”The Keepers had crossed over in “Sunday school clothes”
so that they’d blend in during Disneyland’s lavish opening day celebration. Being projected
images, they were stuck with those costumes; although when the park closed for the night things
changed dramatically for the Keepers, it was currently daytime.“I’m wearing this stupid dress,”
Charlene continued, “but it’s a 1950s stupid dress, and a lot of girls are wearing them. And sure,
Amanda’s in skinny jeans, but thankfully someone thought to tie a bandana around her neck to
give her the cowgirl look.” In 1955 Disneyland, there was a lot of cowgirl going around. Westerns
were all the rage in film and television, popularizing the look among children. Disneyland’s Pack
Mules, Shooting Gallery, Conestoga Wagon rides, and Disneyland Stages all played into the
trendy theme. “The good thing for us is that we girls aren’t much more than ornaments. No one’s
going to pay much attention.”“Of course they will,” Finn blurted out. “You’re both so
beautiful.”Judging by his hologram blush (a technological rarity), he hadn’t meant to say the
words aloud.“Go!” Willa said. “Follow them, but don’t do anything stupid.”“This is me we’re
talking about!” Maybeck complained. “What happened to ‘Black Is Beautiful’? It should be me
out there!”“You’re about ten years early,” Willa said. “Late sixties.” She smiled at him, though;
Maybeck only rarely made a big deal about his African American heritage. The 1950s
segregation was getting to him, Willa thought. She added, “Besides, Terry, you’re gorgeous. All
us girls agree about that.”Amanda and Charlene hurried out the door.“Between Amanda’s
powers and Charlene’s athleticism, they’re the best choice anyway,” said Philby in his dry



academic way.“What powers?” Wayne asked.“That’s right! You still don’t know, do you?” Philby
said in a kind of confused tone. “For now, it’s better we just leave it. There’s only so much any of
us can handle, and you’re not ready for Amanda.”* * *“Ready?” Charlene asked Amanda. They
had caught sight of the backs of the boy and girl near the Plaza end of Main Street USA. It was
time for action. Their holograms were in color, and more rounded than Charlene’s original two-
dimensional variety. But while Wayne and Philby had improved the look of the projections, they
were far from perfect. They looked the most convincing when pushed up against a wall, or
another static background. Mixed into a crowd, they gave off a ghostly image—still solid looking,
but not quite right.“Remember to stay in sight of each other.” Amanda cut across to the
Tomorrowland side of the street. With a subtle motion of either hand she gently and invisibly
nudged park guests aside ten feet in front of her, creating an open lane for herself. Those who
felt themselves pushed turned around to complain, but saw no one; they had no inclination to
attribute their being shoved to a girl still ten feet from them. Who would ever think a person could
manipulate things with the simple motion of a hand?When Amanda pushed a young girl out of
her way, the movement caused the girl to drop her ice cream cone. With quick reflexes, Amanda
directed a small push beneath the cone; it briefly defied gravity, floating in the air. The girl
grabbed it.“Did you see that?!” the little girl exclaimed to her mother, who shook her
head.Amanda passed her, already motioning aside others.Shane and Thia circled the Plaza to
the left, Charlene not far behind. They took the third asphalt path to the left heading toward the
park’s bandstand. The bandstand, an open-air, circular, covered stage, was surrounded by an
ornate white railing. An American flag hung lifelessly from a flagpole atop its pointed
roof.Amanda paused in the busier Plaza area, noting that there was no landscaping around the
bandstand other than a few orange trees and rows of benches beneath blue-and-white
umbrellas. With no band currently playing, the stage and benches stood empty. If Shane and
Thia had a meeting planned, it would be easily witnessed.For her part, Charlene turned toward
the benches, took a seat, and watched as the two Cast Members walked up the bandstand’s
steps to the floor. They wandered about, pausing to look at the castle and talk among
themselves. Then they came around as a pair, forcing Charlene to lower her head. The two
gazed out over the bench area.Moments later, Charlene heard their footsteps descending. She
kept her head down, concerned her hologram might have given her away. She counted slowly to
ten and raised her chin as a shadow appeared at her feet and crept up her crinoline skirt. She
found herself looking up at the boy, Shane.“What’s buzzin’, cousin?”Charlene didn’t
speak.“You’re one of the new kids, aren’t you?”She only stared. If he reached out to touch her,
things would get weird. Her unstable hologram reacted to fear, turning solid and therefore
vulnerable to attack, and she was currently fighting back a sense of panic.“My advice to you,
sister, is for you and your pals to cop a breeze, fade out, put an egg in your shoe. And in case
you didn’t notice, Pinky’s out of jail.”She instinctively cocked her head, given he was focused on
her dress.“Your slip’s showing,” he said.“I’m not wearing a slip.”“The fluffy stuff.”“It’s supposed to
show.” Charlene looked beyond him for Thia. Gone.“Buzz off.”“You first.”“You gonna make me



make you?”“I thought Cast Members were supposed to be nice.”“Oh…yeah. Cool. Look, Dolly,
fire it up and goose it. I’ll clue you: your Clydes aren’t wanted here, all your nosing around. Bug
off, and don’t come back.”“My friends and I love Disneyland…Shane,” she said, reading his
name tag. “We come here every day. Maybe I should talk to someone about how rude you’re
being to me.”“Later, gator. And no flapping your lips, you hear me? You do and you’ll be eating a
knuckle sandwich.” He raised his fist.The moment he did, he slammed to the ground. It wasn’t
like he’d fallen off-balance; it was like he’d been hit by a hurricane wind. He slid a few feet, eating
a bunch of dirt that he spit out like a sputtering motor.Amanda, standing a few feet away, held
her palm out in a push. “There you are!” Amanda said innocently. “I’ve been looking everywhere
for you.”Charlene hopped off the bench and hurried to join her.“Thank…you,” Charlene said.
“Things were getting nasty.”“I noticed.”“The girl, Thia, disappeared.”“Not exactly,” Amanda said.
“When this bully headed over to you, Thia went around behind the bandstand and
vanished.”“You were watching?”“She never saw me. She got around to the far side, looked
around, and then ducked. Vanished, but I doubt any magic was involved. More like a door of
some sort.”“A hidden door.”Charlene heard the footfalls before Amanda did. She bumped
Amanda aside, dropped to one knee, and stuck out her leg. Shane tripped and skidded painfully
across the asphalt.The girls took off running, eager to disappear into the crowded Plaza.“He
tried to warn me that we aren’t welcome,” Charlene said breathlessly.“Whatever. I want to hide
and watch him. I’ve got a hunch he’s going to follow the girl wherever she went.”“Under the
bandstand,” Charlene said.“Under the bandstand,” Amanda confirmed.“HOW DANGEROUS IS
THIS for you?” asked the man walking beside Mattie. He had something of a belly and an odd
walk.“It’s California Adventure,” she answered. “How dangerous can it be?”“That’s not an
answer.”“Think of me as a spy, then,” she said. “I’m trying to get information that people want kept
secret. It has its moments.”“So it’s dangerous,” he proposed.“I’m very good at what I do. Not to
worry.”He took a long look at her. “I don’t doubt it.”The park, alive with thousands of visitors,
stretched out under a canopy of background music and blue sky. The guests exuded excitement,
walking faster than normal, talking louder. There was lots of pointing and families stopping
abruptly. If you didn’t look out you’d pile into someone.“You don’t get out much, do you?” Mattie
asked. “Are all your Cast Member hours spent in Disneyland, or what?”“I’m a Dapper Dan.
Where would you expect me to be?”“Point taken.”He didn’t look like a Dapper Dan. At the
moment, he wore chinos and a polo shirt, not his costume’s red pants, white shirt, and red-and-
white-striped vest. He had a weathered, jowly face with semicircles like kangaroo pouches
beneath his eyes. He walked duck-footed, without bending his knees much. Mattie had trouble
looking at him without grinning—which wasn’t fair, so she didn’t look over much.“Let me ask you
this,” she said. “What are our chances of finding one of your brother’s associates?” She placed
emphasis on the final word.“We’ll find out soon enough,” he said. “They’re either here or they
aren’t. I either see them or I don’t. You know, it seems you know more about me than I do you,
Mattie. Judging by the red streaks in your hair, your torn jeans and combat boots, you’re…how
do I say this politely?…a person who enjoys her own company.”“A loner? A loser? A runaway?”“I



would never be so impertinent.”“Loner, yes. Runaway, yes. Loser, never. And you know why.”“My
brother. Of course. We share a cause, no matter how different we look.” He paused, looking over
at her as they walked. “What do you call it, that thing you do? What you did to me when we first
met.”“Reading. I call it reading someone.”“What if they don’t want to be read?”“It doesn’t usually
matter. Most of the time they can’t stop me.”“It’s a violation, you know?” He sounded wounded.
“Taking someone’s thoughts without their permission. Without their knowledge. How’s that
possible?”“I don’t know,” Mattie said solemnly. “I stopped trying to figure it out a long time
ago.”“You don’t like having an ability like that?”“It’s ruined my life—so far, at least. Being a freak is
not so hot.”“I’m sorry for whatever my brother and his people did to you.”“I don’t need your
sympathy. I don’t expect anything of anyone. Except myself. I expect things of myself.”“You once
accused me of being a spy.”“That was Amanda, I think. Not me. But, yeah. You didn’t deny
it.”“And here I am, being a spy.”“Funny how that’s worked out,” she said.* * *Between the Tower
of Terror, Ariel’s Grotto, California Screamin’, and Cars Land, this side of the park had long been
a favorite of Mattie’s. She was beginning to feel comfortable navigating her way around, knowing
where the best food was, the nearest restroom, the good shopping.“You must know what this is
about,” Mattie said.“I can speculate easily enough. I’m assuming we’re here because of all the
trouble the other day. I can’t think of a time the park was closed like that. Not that there was any
choice. People were frightened. A few were hurt on the steamboat.”“It was awful.”“But couldn’t
you just read me and see the faces of the people who associate with my brother? It would seem
you don’t really need me.”“It’s not as if I get a full download, you know?” Mattie’s voice was softer
now. “I pick up on what you’re thinking. Usually I have to make it happen. You know, like giving
you a prompt? I have to make you think about something if I’m going to read what I want to find
out. Not always, but almost always.”“That sounds tricky. A bit risky, even.”“Yeah. There is that,”
Mattie said.“I’m afraid I’m no good to you if I’m supposed to defend you…I’m slow and not the
fighting type.”“No sweat.” She reached out and thumped him on his generous belly as they
walked. It was an overly familiar gesture she felt perfectly comfortable with—she’d seen inside
this man and knew him to be good-natured, with a strong sense of humor.Zeke Hollingsworth
laughed heartily.“You’re the youngest Hollingsworth.”“I’m the middle son, Ebsy. The Cast
Members call me Zeke. Amery’s my older brother.”“Amery Jr.”“He’s called that sometimes, yes.”
Zeke looked over at the top of her head. “Is it safe, what you do? This reading? Can it harm you
in any way?”“It’s super disturbing,” Mattie answered honestly. “Imagine getting inside someone
else’s head. When it happens, there’s this moment where there’s no me, no Mattie, just the
target’s thoughts. And then there’re the reachers. I thought you were a reacher when I first
targeted you.”“Dare I ask?”“What I do isn’t always a one-way street. Some people are able to
detect my reading them. They reach back across. Reachers. I’m in their heads, they’re in
mine.”“That doesn’t sound good.”“No,” Mattie said. “It feels as if I’ll…lose myself, you know? Like
I’ll just zombie out or something.”“Then why in heaven’s name are we doing this?”“I’m a Fairlie. It
stands for fairly human. You’re forced to take chances when you’re the one with the ‘special gift.’”
She drew air quotes.“How many of you are there?”“That’s a question you should ask your



brother, Amery Jr.”“Baltimore,” Zeke Hollingsworth muttered.“Bingo,” said Mattie.* * *Together,
Mattie and Zeke walked around California Adventure for nearly two hours. He told her that World
of Color was his favorite show. He spoke of the changes he’d seen here and in Disneyland with a
degree of nostalgia. He talked of his brothers and him following their father around when the “old
man” worked with Disney. Zeke had been too young to remember, but Junior had told him
stories.Mattie had no memory of her own father or mother. She’d spent five years in Barracks 14,
and three before that living with her grandparents. For a few precious hours in California
Adventure she felt as if this awkward man was kind of a dad. She somehow knew that once Zeke
saw her in action and was reminded of her freakishness, his opinion of her would change.
People didn’t know how to act around those different from themselves. The trick was not to act at
all; but some people failed to learn that lesson.“There’s one of my brother’s guys,” Zeke said
under his breath. They’d come around the circle, nearing the entrance to Cars Land. “To your
right, standing next to the vineyard. Dark slacks and the pale windbreaker.”“Got him,” she said.
“Name?”“I…ah…”“What’s his name?” Mattie asked. “I need a name!”“Billings? Or Bill Inis? Was
it Bill? I think it’s Bill.”“I need a name!” Mattie repeated. She saw the target join the stream of park
visitors, heading in the direction of the Red Car Trolley route and the gates. “We can’t stay
together. He might recognize you.”Briefly losing sight of the target, she left Zeke. She moved
quickly, but without breaking into a run. Caught sight of him again.“Mr. Inis!”The target didn’t
change his pace. Zeke had given her the wrong name.“Excuse me, sir! Mr. Inis?” Mattie called
once more. The target broke stride, turning slightly. A tall man with crow’s-feet at his eyes and a
thick, sand-colored mustache, he was celebrity handsome. He focused on her, his determined
blue eyes enchanting and calculating. His lips parted as if to speak, but he said nothing. Instead,
he squinted slightly, like the sun bothered him.Mattie took his right hand firmly in both of hers.
“It’s so good to see you, Mr.—” She purposely cut herself off.In that infinitesimal, immeasurable
instant, a portal opened to the man’s thought. His name was in fact James Calder Corwin. She
saw a long hallway with discolored gray walls and a lightbulb burning; she saw a rapid-fire
stream of faces, traffic, and groups of teens entering Disneyland. She forced the words Fairlies,
Barracks 14, Baltimore, and children onto him. In the same mental image some of the teens
looked back at her: she knew their faces! They were Fairlies! All of them!Groups of Fairlies
entering Disneyland? In trying to figure it out she’d let her guard down. Suddenly, she felt a
crushing sensation like the early warnings of a massive headache. A reacher!James Calder
Corwin was using the same conduit to steal her thoughts. They entered into a polite battle of
wills, both working hard to disguise their ability, an unforgiving heat filling her eyes. There was no
letting go now. If she could win out, she might be able to push him into not remembering the
read.He gained. He possessed enormous power and knew how to use it. She resisted him,
throwing out distracting images and false information. He, too, pitched a volley of worthless
memories at her. She dodged them, letting them pass her consciousness. Mustering all of her
strength, she blasted a sentence at him: Of course I remember you, Margaret.“Of course I
remember you, Margaret!” he said, looking bewildered.Mattie instantly released her hold on him



and apologized profusely. “Oh my gosh, I’m so sorry! You look so much like my biology teacher,
Mr. Inis! Please…I’m so sorry! How rude of me!”“Not at all.” James Corwin looked a little bit like
Mattie had punched him in the face. The spoken sentence had blanked him as she’d hoped. The
micro-second that had felt like minutes lapsed.It took a moment to untangle their wills.“It’s not
‘Margaret,’ is it?” Corwin said rhetorically. “It’s Martha? No!” He focused on her face. “I do know
you, don’t I.” A statement, not a question.“I’m so sorry to have bothered you. My mistake.” Mattie
turned away.If he had recognized her, it was from Barracks 14! She felt a pit open in her
stomach, a sickening, nauseating sensation. She swallowed frantically to keep her food down.
She’d just stood inches from—had made physical contact with—a man from her past. A man
capable of capturing children. Of testing them like they were frogs in biology class. She felt dizzy
and afraid.She saw Zeke standing at the end of the bridge pretending to admire some potted
flowers. Mattie walked past Zeke. “Keep your eye on him.”Moments later, Zeke Hollingsworth
found her.“He went into the Off the Page and didn’t come out. Mattie? Mattie, are you
okay?”“He’s a reacher,” she said. “He can force his thoughts into you.”Zeke inhaled sharply.“His
name is James Corwin. He came after me.”“Corwin! Ah! Yes! I remember him well. He’s close to
Amery. A confidant, for certain. Did you…were you able to…you know—?”“Read him? It was
bad, very bad. He reached. We fought, and I won. He won’t remember, but I was lucky this time.
Adults never have that kind of strength.” Mattie slowed and looked up into Zeke’s face,
wondering how much he understood, how much she should share. “It’s complicated. I need to
talk to Joe right away.”“Who knows if that’s even possible?”“We have to make it possible. There’s
going to be an attack, Zeke. An attack on Disneyland.”MIDNIGHT PASSED WITHOUT a clock
tower tolling. No coyotes howled; nor did wraiths descend from the sky. Just another night in
Anaheim, California.Disneyland’s guests had left three hours earlier, driving off in their four-door
Chevrolet Bel Airs and Buick Skylarks. The cars were old and boxy, with white-walled tires and
silver AM radio antennas. In all the Disneyland parking lots there hadn’t been a Japanese or
Korean, German or Italian car to be found. The few pickup trucks looked like Mater; their engines
ran loud and bubbly.With the closing of the park, Charlene and Amanda had transformed from
weak holograms to mortal girls. Both had changed into the loose-fitting blue jeans and black T-
shirts supplied by Wayne. Charlene was especially glad to be free of her crinoline petticoat for a
few precious hours. Her blond curls were held off her face using bobby pins. If things got
physical, she didn’t want to be blinded even for an instant.Squatting behind a bench in the last
row from the bandstand, the girls pulled neckerchiefs over their chins and noses, hiding
everything but their eyes. Their breathing was rough and rapid; they clutched hands for a
moment. Both girls squeezed to signal companionship. They were in this together. Then they
hurried to the back of the bandstand.Amanda pointed out the two seams in the wood lattice,
which ran like an apron around the bandstand’s raised platform. Her fingers reached, searching
through the checkerboard lattice. She made contact with a metal latch, deciphered how it
operated, and pulled a small tab. The lattice popped open. The two bandits locked eyes, sharing
a moment of silent glee.Gently, Charlene opened the gate. Amanda ducked and stepped into



the dark cavity beneath the bandstand’s stage. The five-foot-high space forced her to duck her
head. She nearly tumbled forward as her right foot dropped into place. A step.She reached back,
grabbed Charlene by the forearm, and pulled. Hesitantly, Charlene took the next step with her.
Together, the girls descended three more steps. Amanda waved her arms, seeking purchase in
the pitch black. Her fingers smacked into a metal grate. She ran her hands up and down it, at last
connecting with a large hinge attached to a curving concrete hole.“It’s a big drain, I think,”
Amanda whispered. “There’s a screen or lid, something that’s raised. The drain is open.” She
dropped to her knees. “Found a handle, or maybe it’s a step? Hang on.” She felt around. “It’s a
step, a metal bar sticking out, but there’s another below it.”A light came on, startling Amanda.
Charlene was holding an L-shaped green flashlight. “I was a Girl Scout,” she said, almost
apologetically. “I got my silver award, but couldn’t quite cut gold. Still, I learned to be prepared.
Borrowed this from Wayne’s workshop.”The light revealed a concrete hole three feet across. A
wire hatch, opened and held up by a hook, came down from the underside of the bandstand
stage. The hole was deep, perhaps eight or ten feet, with metal ladder rungs leading down. The
bottom was dry, sand-covered concrete.Amanda threw a leg over the edge and placed her toe
on the first step. Then the next. She paused. “We’re going down here, right?” she asked.“Right.”“I
knew you were going to say that.”A moment later, the two girls were standing at the bottom, the
light shining into a four-foot-high tunnel. The sound of flowing water echoed ahead of
them.“Drainage,” Charlene said. “Or maybe…” She didn’t finish her thought.“What? Say it!
Please!” Amanda sounded frightened.“Finn once told me that back in 1955—as in now—all the
lakes and lagoons in Disneyland were connected. That was right before he and I dove into a
pond and swam underwater and into a—”“Pipe,” Amanda said.“You got it.”“So this—?”“Has
something to do with it, I’ll bet.” Charlene pushed past Amanda, leading the way. They stooped
low and shuffled ahead for about twenty feet, at which point the pipe hit a T-junction, similarly
sized tunnels running off in both directions.The main tunnel felt like a concrete box with a trough
in the center, carrying a large corrugated metal pipe about three feet in diameter. The narrow box
allowed for a small flat ledge on either side.“That’s what Finn and I swam through,” Charlene
said, flashing the light onto the pipe.“And this?” Amanda asked, indicating the narrow
space.“Storm sewer for rainwater. Access to repair the pipe. Typical Disney efficiency. Philby
would love this.”“Which way do we go?”“That way is Main Street, and the pond we dove
into.”“And that?” Amanda pointed.“I’m only guessing, but I’d say this is a tunnel to the castle.”* *
*Moving through the storm sewer conduit required the girls to lean against the pipe, with their
bottoms rubbing along the concrete wall. It was slow going, as they had to maneuver around the
occasional support bracket. Every so often, park light would filter down through an overhead
street drain, allowing them to switch off the flashlight. The added light made the space less
spooky, a welcome reprieve.“Given that this is hardly easy,” Amanda said, “why would anyone
bother?”“I’m not sure we’ll know until we get there. At the very least, it’s some kind of escape
route. One thing’s for sure: those two weren’t ordinary Cast Members. They were lying to Wayne,
just as we thought.”Their journey took less than ten minutes, though it felt like twice that. The



pipe ended at a concrete wall and a second short access tunnel, like the one below the
bandstand, to their left. The girls climbed similar built-in ladder steps, the pipe narrowing and
reaching a manhole-size drain cover. It opened easily.The two girls climbed up and out, finding
themselves in a cavelike concrete space: the interior of the castle’s southwest wall, possibly near
the drawbridge. They followed scuff marks lit by the flashlight. Finally, they spotted a metal door
set into the wall to their right.“Whoa!” Amanda proclaimed.“Yeah,” agreed Charlene. “I love this
stuff.”Amanda shook her head hard. “It’s spooky.”“It’s exciting.” Charlene’s eyes were alight in the
dark.“Maybe for you.”“I think you should go first in case we need you to push someone.”“Oh,
thanks a lot!”“It’s late, Mandy. No one’s going to be hanging around here.”“If that’s true, then why
would I have to push?” Amanda asked teasingly.“Busted,” Charlene said.Amanda cracked open
the door an inch and put her eye to the space. “Flashlight.” Charlene passed it. Amanda aimed it
into the crack, but almost immediately snapped off the light. “I saw movement. People near the
back of the room,” she whispered.“That’s good, right?” Charlene said.“As opposed to a dragon’s
lair? Yes.”“Let’s go.”“Why?”“Why not? Charlene asked. “The scuff marks clearly lead inside.
Aren’t you at all curious?”“The word petrified comes to mind.”“You’re the one with the
superpower,” Charlene said.“It’s not a superpower. I don’t know what it is, but it isn’t that. I’m a
freak, okay? I get it. It doesn’t make me brave, only bizarre.”“You’re brave. I’ve seen you in action,
Amanda, remember?”“I’d rather not hurt people.”“Is that what’s bothering you?”“What’s
bothering me is I don’t mind pushing to defend myself, or helping you guys, but I’m not real
excited about using it because we got ourselves into trouble.”“Well.” Charlene paused. “That’s
admirable.”“You sound surprised.”“You really are made for Finn,” Charlene said. “You know that,
right? That sounds exactly like something he’d say. He can be so righteous!”“We’re breaking and
entering. Trespassing.”“We’re following a route used by two spies who lied to Wayne and tried to
infiltrate his workshop.”“Well.” Amanda twisted her lips, considering. “When you put it like
that…”“That’s how it is, Mandy. It’s us against them, period.”“I’m going first,” Amanda said, her
confidence swelling.Charlene patted her on the back. “I’m right behind you.”
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Alea Laughery, “It's biggest plus is that it is filled with Disney characters and parks. I just finished
reading this book and while it wasn't as amazing as others in this series have been, it is still well
written. It seems like it wrapped the whole series up! There are just too many characters at this
point, so it's difficult to keep track of all of them, and which period of time certain ones are in. My
daughter is reading it too, and isn't as into it as she was with the other books in the series.
Maybe it really should be the last one, Ridley Pearson!”

Karen, “Great fun!. The Kingdom Keeper books are great fun in the vein of Harry-Potter-type
adventure.  They are not well written, but good enough that it is not too distracting.”

S. Kinsey, “Good, but not great as I had hoped.. I've really enjoyed all of the Kingdom Keepers
books with the original series still being my favorite. Disney at Last is a fitting end to the series
but I also found it perhaps the most challenging to get through as multiple characters hopping
through multiple timelines made things a bit challenging at times.  Fun read, but not my favorite.”

Sheila M. Spevacek, “Keepers live forever.. Keepers are forever. Thanks Mr. Pearson for another
wonderful adventure in The Happiest Place on Earth. Thanks also Mr. Disney for letting us
remain children for as long as we live.”

Susan, “Great book series.. My son was looking forward to this book and has waited patiently.
He’s stoked to add a hardback book to his collection.”

Karibou, “Five Stars. Great condition”

Ricky, “Good book. Keep them coming”

The book by Ridley Pearson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 322 people have provided feedback.
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